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GEOSET at FSU: A
Groundbreaking Global
Educational Internet Initiative

Actually, if the truth be known, the main
proprietor of the room was a large electric
eel that stared at us through the glass walls
of its tank. The expression on the eel’s face

Harold Kroto
Florida State University

indicated that it would really have liked me
to put my hand in the tank. Alan at the time
was working on acetylcholine, a
neurotransmitter (an important compound

I had never contemplated leaving the

involved in transmitting signals along nerve

University of Sussex in the UK and had not

cells to the brain) and these fish, which are

even considered any of numerous invitations

basically 400 volt batteries with a head,

I had had over the years to move to the US

contained a lot of this molecule. A bunch of

or any other UK or non-UK position. But as

them together apparently can kill a large

I suddenly reached the age of 64 and was

animal such as a cow.

staring retirement in the face I suddenly
realised that I had a lot of unfinished

All decision-making discussions are really

business. There were one or two fascinating

hypothetical exercises until real decision-

(at least to me) scientific problems that I still

making time actually arrives. The email

wanted to study and in particular I wanted to

from FSU came at just the moment when I

explore the way the Internet could be used to

realized that I had to make such a decision

improve the level of science education on a

and my wife and I decided we should at the

global scale. At about this time I was

very least pay a visit to FSU. Don Foss,

accessing my emails in the office of a

then Dean of Arts and Sciences met me at

professor at Stanford where I was visiting

the airport and I met many members of the

when an email arrived from Alan Marshall,

Chemistry Department. Everyone I met

a Florida State professor, saying “Crazy

such as Sandy d’Alembert, then President of

idea, how about coming to Florida State

FSU, and Naresh Dalal who was the Chair

University.” I had known Alan ever since

of the Chemistry Department at the time as

the Summer of 74 when I had been on a 3-

well as many members of the Chemistry

month sabbatical at the University of British

Department and of course Alan made it clear

Columbia and had shared a room with him.

that I would be extremely welcome were I to
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come to FSU. In the end the deciding

produced over 300 programmes of all kinds

factors were threefold; firstly the possibility

and some 70 have been shown on BBC-TV.

of working with Alan using the state-of-the-

In our round table discussions we pioneered

art capability of the mass spectrometers he

a new concept in debate on TV – that

had developed at the National High

participants should actually know something

Magnetic Field Laboratory, secondly the

about the subject! All the programmes we

possibility of working on some fascinating

have made are now streaming free from the

new materials with Naresh Dalal and a new

Vega website at www.vega.org.uk.

cohort of young FSU research students and
thirdly – and in particular – an enthusiastic

When my wife, Margaret, and I finally

response to my aim to develop further my

arrived in Florida and I took up my post at

global educational outreach initiative at FSU

FSU during the years 2004-2005 I was able

using the Internet.

to settle down very quickly as my new
colleagues made every effort to make us feel

I already had about a dozen years’

at home. Starting on a science research

experience developing my Vega Science

career the first time was hard enough but

Trust initiative. Vega was a foundation

starting a second time is much harder -

focused on the production of programmes

especially as I had indelible memories of

which had been made originally for BBC

just how difficult it had originally been.

TV. I had created it as a platform for major

Scientific research is of its very nature

scientists and science educators to

highly unpredictable and when starting from

communicate directly with the public and

scratch one generally does not have the

students on a wide spectrum of issues from

backup projects that are needed as many

those in which they were expert in and

avenues lead to dead ends. However a great

fascinated by, to those that were important

bunch of graduate students decided they

to society in general and concerned them.

wanted to work with me (Fig 1) and they all

Vega has been a great success, pioneering

persevered in helping to set up an effective

Science programmes of all kinds: Lectures,

and successful research programme.

interviews, careers programmes, children’s
science workshops, masterclasses, round
table discussions, and since it started, it has
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Fig 1 Fro
om the left Nicola Pugno (visitor
(v
from
Italy), HK
K (in Oz hat), Prashant Jaiin from India,
Artrease Spann
S
from Georgia,
G
Darrryl Ventura
from Chiccago, Steve Accquah a postd
doc who
came out with me from
m the UK. Pau
ul Dunk from
Florida iss sitting next to
t a statue off the supreme
physicist Paul
P
Dirac. Dirac’s
D
statuee is almost as
monosylla
abic as it appears Paul wa
as in real life
(see the biography “Th
he Strangest Man”
M
by
Graham Farmelo)
F

We have managed to
o initiate succcessful
projects on
o three fron
nts: 1) Grad student
Prashant Jain togetheer with Naresh Dalal at
FSU and Tony Cheettham formerrly at UCSB
and now at Cambridg
ge (UK) we have
n materialls which
created some novel new
netic
exhibit useful electriccal and magn
behavior, (Fig 2a and
d b.) Althoug
gh not
directly applicable
a
yeet they open up new
horizons in the way these
t
materiaals might
b used in th
he next generration of
one day be
computerr storage dev
vices (Fig 2.)

Fig 2 a) Nanoscaale array of niickel clusters
connnected by orga
ganic linker m
molecules. B)
Maggnetic doughnnuts on a wiree: The ferrite core
mem
mory from an IIBM 360 Maiin Frame
Com
mputer (-- circca 1966) on thhe right servees as
the sstimulus for a nanoscale m
molecular anaalogue
on a 100 million ttimes smallerr scale. The
dougghnuts are rinngs of a magnnetizable (ferrrite)
metaal which are aalternately maagnetized andd
demaagnetized andd then can bee "read" as eitther a
zero or a one. Eaach doughnutt is one bit, foour
dougghnuts made oone byte and two bytes maade
one w
word in the ggood old days before 32 bitt
systeems. Only whhen current raan through tw
wo
wirees at right anggle at a speciffic junction att the
samee time was it sstrong enouggh to switch onn the
magn
gnetization

http ://www.flickkr.com/photoos/197798899@N
00/ssets/7215762254883141333/detail/?paage=
5
Withh two other ggrad studentts Darryl Veentura
and Artrease Sppann togetherr with my
colleeague Steve Acquah we are explorinng
som
me advanced electrical annd tensile
strenngth propertties of nanosstructured
mateerials. Fig 3 shows a miicroscope im
mage
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of one su
uch structuree which has been
b
created
d
and juxtaaposed next to
t a well kno
own
structure that is recog
gnizable with
hout a
ope.
microsco

Fig 3 Na
anoscale polyymeric structu
ures have
been crea
ated spontaneo
ously which show
s
a
remarkable parallel wiith the honeyccomb
structuress created by bees
b
whose co
onstructions
are aboutt a million tim
mes larger.

With Alaan Marshall, who first alerted me to
the possibility of com
ming to Floriida, we are
studying some intrigu
uing problem
ms
b
h made moree
associateed with the breakthrough
than 25 years
y
ago wh
hich led to th
he award of
the Nobeel Prize for Chemistry
C
in 1996. Still
numerou
us fascinating
g questions surround
s
this origiinal breakthrrough which involved

Fig 4 Visualisattion of a compputer model of the
C60 B
Buckminsterfu
fullerene moleecule. The
moleecule was disccovered by chhance during
expeeriments aimeed at understaanding the
chem
mistry in red ggiant carbon stars. The sixxty
carbbon atoms aree located at thhe apices of a
trunccated icosaheedron which hhas the same
patteern as the moodern soccer bball with 12
penta
tagonal patchhes and 20 hexxagonal ones. The
moleecule is almosst exactly onee nanometer ((a
billioonth of a meteer) in diameteer and it has
becoome the iconicc supermodell of Nanosciennce
and N
Nanotechnoloogy. I named it after
Buckkminster Fulller because hiis geodesic doome
strucctures provideed an essentiaal clue to
conccluding what the likely struucture might bbe. It
is noow often calleed “the Buckyyball,” a rather
less imposing titlee but one thatt kids like, so that
is finne. There aree other cages,, both larger aand
smalller, and the w
whole family is now knownn as
Fulleerenes.

the disco
overy that wh
hen carbon vapour
v
is
allowed to
t cool undeer certain con
nditions the

A keey aspect off the original discovery – i.e.

atoms inv
variably selff-assemble in
nto a

how
w the atoms ccould assembble into suchh a

structure in which thee exactly 60 atoms form
m

pleaasingly symm
metric structuure – is still

a spheroiidal hollow cage
c
molecu
ule with the

som
mewhat of a m
mystery. Whhen we first

same pattern as a mo
odern soccer ball which

disccovered this pphenomenonn in 1985 it

has 12 peentagonal paatches and 20
0 hexagonal

appeeared extraordinary – it w
was as thouggh

ones (Fig
g 4.)

one had thrown balls onto a snooker tabble
and they had alll spontaneouusly rolled innto
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the familliar starting triangular
t
paattern

C60 is the third fform of carbon – diamonnd

without the
t aid of thee triangular frame.
f

and graphite whhich have beeen known sinnce

With grad student Paaul Dunk and
d my

timee immemoriaal are the othher two.

colleaguee Alan Marshall we are trying
t
to

Buc kminster Fuuller’s Geodeesic Domes w
were

unravel the mechanissm of this alm
most

instrrumental in aarriving at thhe correct

magical process.
p
We are using th
he amazing

concclusion as too its structuree and it was for

power off the FT-ICR
R-MS system
m - or to givee

this reason that I named the molecule

it its full (mouthful) name
n
– Fourrier

Buc kminsterfulllerene. Sincce then it hass

m Ion Cyclo
otron Resonaance Mass
Transform

oftenn been called the Buckyyball for shorrt –

Spectrom
meter so everryone in the street

not qquite such ann imperious name but ass kids

knows what
w it is! – developed
d
by
y Alan at the

lovee the name annd that is great.

National High Magnetic Field Laaboratory to
develop further
f
understanding off the still
surprising process that led to the discovery
of the Bu
uckyball. We
W are also stu
udying how
atoms beecome trappeed inside thee fullerene
cages (Fiig 5.)

Fig 5
This small 28
8 atom fullereene cage has
trapped an atom insidee. At the Natiional High
Magnetic Field Labora
atory we havee been
studying the
t propertiess of these systtems. Such
compound
ds promise interesting posssible
applicatio
ons in MRI im
maging as welll as nontoxic delivvery of mediccally effective agents.

Fig 6 The Epcott Centre Geoddesic Dome iss a
very interesting structure. At fi
first sight it loooks
like a multitude of trigonal pyrramidal platees all
laid out on a spheeroidal surfacce. Very careeful
scru tiny however indicates som
me intriguingg
aspeects. First of aall, it appearss that in generral
the ppyramidal plaates are laid oout so that anyy six
fit toogether in a bbasic hexagonnal pattern.
How
wever there seeems to be a laarger scale
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pattern involved as one can discern lines
between the plates that seem to curve at about
three angles across the surface. Some of the
lines (geodesic lines related to the shortest
distance paths that planes travel around the
globe) seem to home towards a particular spot
about half way from the centre of the dome to
the 12 o’clock position. At that point there is a
set of five plates laid out in a pentagonal
arrangement. See if you can find them. In a
complete sphere there would be twelve such
pentagonal sets but only this one is visible on
the photograph. What you see here is a
fundamental “Mathematical Law of Nature” in
action: An array of hexagons may only close
into a sphere if twelve pentagons are included
and the most familiar example is of course the
modern soccer ball.

public and other scientists on all sorts of
issues from those that fascinated them to
those that concerned them. It all started
when I gave a Friday Evening Discourse at
the Royal Institution in London. These
discourses go back a long time to when
Humphrey Davy and later Michael Faraday
were directors in the early part of the 19th
Century. This was an early effort to apprise
the citizens of London of the way the new
culture – Science – was revolutionizing all
aspects of the 19th Century World. It was in

Fig 6 shows an image of a most fascinating
geodesic dome – the Epcot Centre here in
Florida. A soccerball which consists of 12
pentagonal patches and 20 hexagonal ones is
constructed on the basis of the same
geometric principles. There is a
fundamental mathematical principle
underlying the structure which governs all
spheroidal structures form geodesic domes
to soccerballs and from the tiling on the
back of a turtle to the segments in the eye of
a fly.

his research laboratory at the Royal
Institution that Faraday invented the first
electric motor and the first electricity
generator. The discourses continue to this
day and Faraday’s laboratory is still there,
much as it was when he died. One story that
I remember hearing - but have yet to
confirm - is that Lord Byron together with
Mary and Percy Bysshe Shelley were
representative of the sort of people who
would attend the discourses and indeed they
soon became a major event in the city. As
the multitude of carriages descended on the

How the Internet Revolution has changed
the Educational Landscape

Royal Institution located at the top of
Albermarle St, just off Piccadilly, the jam
was such that the street was turned into a

Now some 15 years ago I initiated my Vega
Science Trust project in the UK to enable
scientists to communicate directly with the

one-way street – I understand the first in
London. During one such discourse, which
often were lectures with practical
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demonstrations, the lecturer passed an

it The Goo-You-Wiki World or GYWW.

electric current through a corpse and as it

GYWW is a triple revolution: a) Google has

quivered the audience was led to believe that

shifted the paradigm in finding and

electricity was the stuff of life. It was this

accessing information, even deeply

demonstration which Mary Shelley may

embedded material. It can mine websites

either have seen or perhaps heard about

efficiently and find material that might be

through the writings of Humphrey Davy that

difficult to locate by going directly to the

probably was the seed for her most famous

website. b) YouTube has freed film makers

novel tell the story of Dr Frankenstein.

from the tyranny of the film and TV
industry; it has democratized film-making

Since those times television has brought

and the dissemination of moving images.

about a revolution in information

Individuals can now make their own films

dissemination and I started an effort to

and have millions of people see them.

record the discourses for broadcast on the

Perhaps most amazing from an educational

BBC. This effort became the Vega Science

standpoint is Wikipedia, c) Jimmy Wales

Trust which has produced about 300

has liberated the creative potential of some

programmes of which some 70 have been

half-a-million or so individuals and enabled

broadcast by the BBC. All the programmes

them to altruistically contribute outstanding

can be watched free on the

educational material to a globally accessible

www.vega.org.uk website. However just as

cache. These people contribute material that

TV revolutionized the dissemination of

they may have spent a lifetime

audio-visual information, so in the last few

accumulating, assimilating and trying to

years the Internet has given birth to another

understand and they are contributing to an

much greater revolution. Indeed as far as

ever-growing cache of globally accessible

education is concerned it has the possibility

educational material on subjects that are

of providing a massive paradigm shift. On

their personal passions. Analysis indicates

the backs of the computer hardware,

that it is apparently 90% reliable. This is

software and Internet technical advances

without doubt the greatest contribution ever

pioneered by companies such as IBM,

made to general education.

Microsoft, Apple, Cisco and Sony etc a
fascinating new world has been born. I call
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These new possibilities have been the

the Institute Rudjer Boskovic in Croatia.

inspiration for the Global Educational

We have also started to receive contributions

Outreach for Science, Engineering and

from Harvard University as well as Ohio

Technology (GEOSET) project which we

State University. We are also setting up

are now pioneering from Florida State

links to the Hong Kong Technical

University in the US and Sheffield

University. A young educator Alex Fonseca

University in the UK and it is now starting

in Brazil has made a colossal effort and has

to take off. Initially I set up a studio with

created a contributing website on which he

the technical help of David Simpson here at

has placed all the worked answers to the

FSU. The studio is a small room just off my

basic mathematical problems for the

laboratory and there is a similar one in the

Brazilian Schools mathematics curriculum –

Kroto Research Institute at Sheffield

in Portuguese of course. Just a few weeks

University where the sister site is located.

ago the Universitat Politecnica de Valencia

With the help of my colleagues Colin

has indicated they are going to join in the

Byfleet, Steve Acquah and Penny Gilmer at

endeavor as has the University of

FSU as well as great help from TA

Concepcion in Chile. This will give a great

(Teaching Assistants) Don Brattan and now

boost to our foreign language educational

Sam Rustan we have developed a suite of

initiatives and in this case a major advantage

educationally motivated strands.

for the Hispanic students in general and in
Florida in particular.

Gradually it became clear how the scheme
might advance and that is to encourage other

So exactly what are we doing? Well, it has

educational institutions and organizations to

become clear that the future of education

work with us and so build up a network of

must involve an overall dynamic structure

participating nodes with related educational

which will enable teachers to work together

outreach aims but still maintain the intrinsic

in synergistically constructive combination.

flexibility to allow each node to follow their

Over a period of just a dozen short years, the

own instincts. As well as the nodes here at

place of the encyclopedia as the primary

FSU and Sheffield in the UK we now have

(complete!) repository of the general

GEOSET partners at Toyo University in

knowledge acquired by the human race, has

Japan, Brighton University in the UK and

been displaced by the GooYouWiki World.
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Teachers and others search for the

world have developed clever ways to make

information they need using search engines

complicated ideas and concepts interesting

such as Google, Bing etc. and locate images

and understandable and we now have the

via image browsers. Indeed one can almost

technology to capture the way they do it.

instantaneously locate the image data one

Until now the genius of the teacher has been

might need for teaching. The extra

lost when a teacher has retired – this need no

information that is useful to construct some

longer be the case as we now have the

component or other of a specific lesson may

technology to capture all examples of

often be quickly located using Wikipedia

teacher wisdom for the edification of the

and images via the Google image browser.

next generation of teachers and we no longer

The links provided offer a crucial reliability

need to invent the teaching wheels

check. Video footage can be extremely

individually. With a camera and a computer

useful in the classroom and often may be

we can capture the way the teachers

readily downloaded from YouTube. An

personally describe a particular concept and

example here that I used recently was some

syncronise it with their demonstration or

film of the Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse

technical data. In the sciences it has now

which was a graphic, real-life, example of

become essentially de rigeur to give lecture

the general phenomenon of vibrational

presentations with simultaneous projection

resonance. It is even more important in

of data using either such slide software as

quantum mechanical situations – for

Powerpoint or film. Much material is

instance in the way carbon dioxide

already available - it just needs to be

contributes to the “Greenhouse effect.”

repackaged in concept-focused modules
which can be efficiently located by existing

With my FSU colleagues Colin Byfleet

search software.

(now returned to the UK) and Penny Gilmer
as well as Steve Acquah in the Chemistry

With modern capture station technology

Department of FSU we have started to

such as Mediasite, Echo 360 etc. or cloud-

create recordings using what I call GYW-W

based remote-upload systems such as

2.0. The teacher records a focused concept

Tegrity it is now relatively straightforward

module in which a specific scientific

to capture presentations for web-based

concept is addressed. Teachers all over the

dissemination either in real time or stored
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for streaming as-and-when a viewer requires

above all free to all teachers wherever they

it. One can use systems such as Microsoft

are in the world.

Producer to edit the material for streaming.
A wealth of material is already available in

My colleague then in Chemistry at FSU,

this dual window format from short focused

Colin Byfleet, threw himself into the

demonstrations to whole seminar

exercise and created a whole range of

presentations as well as complete lecture

teaching modules ranging from concepts in

courses. The latter two are useful for the

mathematics modules to experimental

students on the associated courses and for

physics projects. Penny Gilmer also in the

individuals who are committed to learning

Chemistry Department worked on a set of

about a specific subject in detail. However

programmes for teachers and we were on

interspersed within the lectures are the

our way. Then, as luck would have it, one

nuggets of ingenious educational ideas and

day I asked the young researcher in the next

they need to be mined easily so that other

office, Prajna Dhar, a PhD student who was

teachers can learn from them and use the

doing some very interesting work with

ideas in their own presentations. No one has

magnetic particles if she would record a

the time to wade through the millions of

module for GEOSET. I told Prajna to

hours of recorded material to locate the

present her research project in a way that

nuggets that would be useful for their own

would be understandable to young 16/17

teaching courses. The answer is to

year pre-college students at high school so

somehow repackage as much specific

they could get an idea of what one can do at

conceptual material as possible in readily

University and get enthusiastic about

locatable and quickly accessible chunks; and

science. I struck gold as Prajna was

that is what GEOSET is doing. GEOSET is

delightful, her personality came over

assembling a cache of recorded concept-

beautifully and she was able to explain her

focused teaching modules which in general

research so clearly that young people would

might only be as short as one minute or

be drawn along by her infectious personality

longer, preferably no longer than 5-8

and the enthusiasm that she was able to

minutes. To summarise the aim is to store as

impart. Then a few weeks later Prajna asked

many concept modules as possible and make

me for a reference for the post doctoral

them easily located and readily available and

fellowship and then I realized I could use the
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URL for her recording in the reference and

with penicillin and I just had to get this on

the prospective employer could see her

record so kids in the future might be able to

presentation, instead of relying only on my

appreciate the wonder that is penicillin. This

word submerged in her pile-of-paper

has started a strand to record historical

resume. The recording conflated with the

recollections such as those of Russ one of

written resume document to highly

the first people after World War II to have

synergistic effect. I realized that this was a

benefitted from the availability of penicillin.

“no-brainer” and that in time this would

It is not well known that although Alexander

become a de rigeur requirement, at least for

Fleming had originally noted the

short-listing, within the scientific

antibacterial properties of penicillin he did

community.

not do anything with his discovery and no
progress was made until some ten years

Steve Acquah, who came with me from the

later. Around 1940 large numbers of soldiers

UK to help set up a research programme,

died due to bacterial infection rather than the

turned out to be also highly talented at

primary wounds they had suffered and in an

creating recordings. He is as innovative as

attempt to combat this the team of Howard

he is technically capable and also adept in

Florey, Ernst Chain and Norman Heatley

performing himself. He is presently ably

probed the medical possibilities of

aided and abetted by TA Sam Rustan. As an

Fleming’s spore and it was through their

example Steve devised a highly imaginative

efforts that penicillin was developed as the

recording in which he created a short movie

most powerful weapon we have against

of himself as a secret agent using software

bacterial infection. So was born the field of

that made the movie look like a scratched

Antibiotics. As Russ explains, if in 1946

old time one. He used this as an introduction

penicillin had not been available his arm

to a more technical explanation of how

would have had to have been amputated to

youngsters might make some simple

save his life.

invisible ink from ingredients in the kitchen
– a real hands-on demonstration exercise.

Then I had what turned out to be a
brainwave; I was teaching a general science

My retired chemistry colleague Russ

honours course at FSU which gave me a lot

Johnsen told me about his early experience

of freedom to work with the young students
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and I deccided to awarrd one third of the

to neever put in a second ratee effort. If a

course marks
m
for a GEOSET
G
reco
ording on a

studdent is satisfiied with secoond rate effoort I

science project
p
of theeir own choice (Fig 7.)

adviise them to ttry to find soomething else to

A key facctor of this brainwave
b
was
w the

do ffor which onnly their best shot will givve

enthusiassm that the id
dea generateed. All the

them
m personal saatisfaction. This is a good

students threw themsselves into th
he project

recippe for futuree success as a citizen whho

he recordings were excelllent and
and all th

can contribute too society. I think that onne

several quite
q
outstand
ding. I disco
overed to

probblem today is that youngg people are

my surprrise that mosst young people were

grow
wing up in ann artificial eenvironment in

capable of
o making ex
xtremely worthwhile

whicch celebrity status and fi
financial facttors

education
nal contributtions.

are ddeemed morre important than the
deveelopment off cultural creaativity or thee
desiire to make ssocietal conttributions. T
The
GEO
OSET projecct has turnedd out to be a
cataalyzing influeence for a m
more
hum
manitarian atttitude and ciitizenshiporiennted philosoophy. I was back in our
hom
me in the UK
K when all thhe student
recoordings weree completed and I was abble to

Fig 7 Un
ndergraduate Student Vinn
ni LaBarbera
presents a teaching mo
odule on his passion
p
“Beetle.” There are more
m
than 350
0,000 species
of beetles known so farr.

view
w them at myy leisure. Neever was the

The secreet was that th
he primary factor
f

studdent grading making it eaasy. Instead of

needed was
w enthusiassm for the paarticular

wadding through piles of papperwork it haas

topic and
d that detaileed teaching experience,
e

becoome an effecctive assessm
ment methodd and

though im
mportant, waas not sufficiient. All

furthhermore an eenjoyable exxercise (Fig 8.)

the studeents put in ex
xtra time to make
m
sure
their partticular presen
ntation was the best it
could be.. If I have discovered
d
on
ne thing as a
teacher: By
B far the most
m importan
nt quality
that a stu
udent needs to
t develop iss the desire

gradding of studeent work so eenjoyable. IIn
this way GEOSE
ET has revollutionized
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perssonality is saaved too. I hhappen to likke
talkiing heads esspecially if aallied to wellldesiigned data inn the second window – thhe
ET does it. O
Our aim in ddue
wayy that GEOSE
courrse will be too make the ddata files
dow
wnloadable tooo and usablle directly byy the
teaccher. We aree now even ggetting
Fig 8 Heere I am in ou
ur home in thee UK tackling
g
the arduous job of asseessing the reccorded
project rep
eports of the students
s
on myy honours
course strreamed on thee Internet from
m Florida
State Univversity on ww
ww.geoset.fsu..edu and via
the gatew
way site www.g
geoset.info

conttributions froom high school studentss. The
firstt was by Phillip Schlenofff a young loocal
Talllahassee studdent keen to create a module
abouut his researcch project annd we also hhave
conttributions froom a very yooung group oof

There aree a number of
o ways in which
w
the

Florrida school kkids called N
Nicky and thee

participatting individu
ual and instittutions may

Gee ks led by Niicky Chiarulllo.

contributte. In generaal we use a capture
c
station which
w
is basiccally a dediccated

We have set up a GEOSET “Hall of Fam
me”

computerr system which syncroniises a video

detaailing the succcess of studdents who haave

recording
g of the presenter together with the

conttributed to G
GEOSET: Keerry Gilmoree GS

data file – in general a PowerPoin
nt

–Haas just been aawarded a Fuulbright

presentattion Fig. 7. The target is the

Schoolarship – too Italy 2010; Prajna Dharr GS

teacher who
w can use the material either

–W
Was the first ggraduate to bbe recorded aand

directly in
i the classro
oom or prefeerably use

her G
Geoset URL
L helped her to obtain thee

the idea and
a present it
i themselves in the

posttdoctoral felllowship she wanted and

classroom
m. Of course students caan watch thee

ultim
mately to fouur tenure tracck offers. T
The

material themselves. In the past the greatest

Univversity whosse offer she hhas acceptedd

ideas that teachers haave had weree lost when

com
mmented thatt her presentation on Geooset

a teacherr retired unleess one of theeir pupils

indiccated she coould teach; S
Steve Acquahh

remembeered it and used it to teacch the next

PDF
F – who, with
th Sam Rustaan, runs the F
FSU

generatio
on. In this way
w we give the
t teacher

Geooset program
mme produced the Geosett

some imm
mortality at least as far as
a their way

overrview that w
won Geoset a Rich Mediaa

of teachin
ng is concerrned and of course
c
their

Eduucational Aw
ward 2009; Jeeffrey Whaleen
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UG – writes: “Recording my presentation

material free and in this way we shall

was really fun and I think it helped me get

gradually cover all the educational bases.

my present job. I appreciate being a part of

There is not a single front on which the

what you are creating with Steve and the

project does not have some positive

others!

contribution. Finally what is most gratifying

Thanks”; Artrease Spann GS –

won a Florida Gubernatorial Scholarship. At

is the fact that Joe Travis formerly the Dean

interview she was told how much the

of Arts and Science and Eric Barron the new

committee enjoyed her Geoset presentation;

President are so positive and encouraging

Brittany Raffa UG who recorded a GEOSET

with regard to this effort. Probably the most

presentation on benchmarking the Italian

satisfying aspect has been the way in which

health care system was accepted by

students can be the source of educational

Dartmouth Medical School! She writes

material as GEOSET is a vehicle which can

“The opportunity to do the presentation was

convey the enthusiasm of young people in a

a defining factor.” After her interview she

way that conveys not only the essence of the

emailed the URL of the presentation.

subjects about which they care but also their
personal enthusiasm, personalities and

One essence of GEOSET is its flexibility –

charm. Particularly important in this context

It is important not to be too prescriptive as

has been the way the GEOSET project has

there are as many ways to teach as there are

invariably helped them to develop these

teachers and as many ways to learn as there

important personal qualities and expand and

are pupils. Although primarily aimed at

further their interests.

teachers of course we encourage students
and members of the lay public to access the
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